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Providing pre-medical aid on the battlefield is a major key to save the life of 

the wounded. Analysis of the causes of death soldiers during conduct of hostilities 

indicates that a significant proportion could be saved with timely and quality 

provision of pre-medical care. The main causes death of 80-90% wounded were 

massive blood loss and shock. 

In providing of pre-medical aid in hostilities conditionally entails the following 

steps: providing pre-medical aid in the sector of fire, transportation (moving) the 

wounded from the battlefield to the shelter sector, aid in shelter sector. In the sector 

of fire pre-medical aid is provided in the form of self-help and mutual aid. In the 

sector of fire should only stop life-threatening bleeding, you can stop external 

bleeding wounds localization in the neck, arms or legs. Transportation of wounded to 

the shelter sector may different ways by one or more persons. If it is impossible to 

transport wounded to the shelter sector transfer wounded into position on his 

stomach. In the sector of shelter wounded should be removed protective elements and 

check for consciousness. In case of no response you should check the carotid pulse 

and breathing, examine the wounded from head to foot. In the absence of the carotid 

pulse and respiration start cardiopulmonary resuscitation. In the presence of external 

bleeding from wounds limb a tourniquet impose on a limb in case you hasn’t been 

stop the bleeding in the area of firing or during ongoing bleeding. In other cases, to 

stop bleeding apply a special dressing, or use individual dressing. In the presence of 

bleeding from the wound of body to stop bleeding perform using hemostatic agents. 

In the presence of a wounded burns and wounds should impose to the wound tissue. 

In aid to wounded with penetrating chest wound is necessary to impose occlusion. In 

the presence of fractures in wounded necessary to limb immobilization using standard 

or improvised tires.  

Thus, providing quality and timely aid on the battlefield - a chance to survive 

the wounded.   


